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Abstract

Despite the growing interest and the challenges associated with collaboration in the process of
development and adaptation of knowledge in medical practice on the web there is a lack of experience
about the best method to use. This is especially challenging in the area of clinical trials, where healthcare
professionals must manage, collaborate, and share a large amount of information from different sources
and to work together to acquire the required knowledge in any case. The objective of this preliminary
work is to propose a semantic and wiki platform on the web for the management of clinical trials, as an
acceptable, feasible, and effective solution.
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As medical information doubles in volume every three years practitioners are obliged
to stay up-to-date with relevant literature and research. Clinical trials are a facet of medical
research that constantly increase, while safety directives and regulations demand larger and
longer patient participation. Thus it is of critical importance to increase patient enrolment in
trials. Along with the increasing efforts for effectiveness, efficiency and safety in healthcare
provision, there is a growing interest on best clinical practices, evidence-based medicine and
the integration of data quality. The World Health Organization defines a clinical trial as “any
research study that prospectively assigns human participants or groups of humans to one or
more health-related interventions to evaluate the effects on health outcomes [1].
At the same time domain knowledge has to be refined on the ground of huge piles of
medical data that keep feeding traditional or even semantically enabled databases. Also,
sophisticated data analysis could result to the deduction of common or supplementary results
over relevant or seemingly diverse clinical trials. Clinical trial taxonomy can be based on the
methodology followed by the researchers:

Observational: In an observational study, the investigators study the subjects and

measure their outcomes. The researchers do not actively manage the study.

Interventional: In an interventional (experimental) study, the researchers administer a

particular medicine to the subjects or some other kind of intervention. Usually, they compare
the treated subjects to subjects who receive no treatment or standard treatment. Then the
researchers measure how the subjects’ health changes. Specifically, in its simplest form, an
experimental study to test the effect of a treatment initially the researchers formally state the
hypothesis to be tested, select people eligible for the treatment and the sample is divided into
two groups. One group (the experimental, or intervention group) is given the intervention
while the other (the control group) is not. Finally, outcomes of interest are recorded over time,
and the results are compared between the two groups.
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Another classification of clinical trials is based on their
experimental purpose: There are six types of clinical trials:
a)

b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Diagnostic trials determine better tests or procedures for
diagnosing a particular disease or condition.
Natural history studies provide valuable information about
how disease and health progress.

Prevention trials look for better ways to prevent a disease
in people who have never had the disease or to prevent the
disease from returning.

Quality of life trials (or supportive care trials) explore and
measure ways to improve the comfort and quality of life of
people with a chronic illness.
Screening trials test the best way to detect certain diseases or
health conditions.

Treatment trials test new treatments, new combinations of
drugs, or new approaches to surgery or radiation therapy [2].

Medical information is dynamically increasing in volume while
relevant knowledge has to be classified and widely provided to
stakeholders. Wikis offer innovative approaches to standardize,
classify, and present clinical research and domain knowledge. The
system proposed in this work aims at providing a wiki based and
semantically enabled system for management of clinical trials. We
mainly investigate four aspects that are of industry and medical
interest:
a)

b)
c)
d)

Patient recruitment focuses on applying the necessary
techniques in finding the qualified patients for a trial
Trial suitability checks whether or not a clinical trial’s criteria
make it appropriate for a specific patient

Data usability verifies that the clinical trial outcomes can be
merged, aggregated or integrated in order to accomplish
systematic reviews or unified results presentation
Health Professional enrollment in order facilitate the
collaboration among stakeholders in terms of access
authorization policies on content.

Related work

A wiki can be identified not only as a collaboration platform
but a potentially enriching learning and teaching tool, that is easy
to use, offering rapid deployment, and facilitation of knowledge
transfer [3]. Thus, wiki based collaboration systems have
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been proposed as a solution to promote co-operation between
stakeholders not only in science [4,5] but in industry [6-8] too.
Consequently, healthcare sector has attracted relevant research
attention. Semantic wikis have been applied for: collaborative
authoring of biomedical vocabularies [9] supporting patients
daily life [10,11] and clinical protocols modeling [12]. At the same
time, considerable research efforts have been focused on the task
of formalizing clinical trials and their eligibility criteria. An initial
attempt by Ohno-Mechado, Wang, Mar and Boxwala [13] presented
an XML-based system that implemented clinical trial protocols
as collections of eligibility criteria. Also, a patient assessment
module against the criteria was included in order to construct a
matching table. Huang, ten Teije and van Harmelen [14], propose
a rule-based scheme that is implemented in prolog through
reusable components that encompasses three types of knowledge:
trial-specific, domain-specific and common. Moreover, in [15] a
semantically enabled system is proposed so as to support clinical
trials providing automatic recruitment service and trial finding
service. Andronikou, Karanastasis, Chondrogiannis, Tserpes, and
Varvarigou [16] analyze the data specifications of a clinical trial
process plan and focus on the selection of patients according to
eligibility criteria. Toward this, a SOA mechanism over a multitude
of semantically linked clinical research ontologies is proposed. On
the contrary, MacKellar, Schweikert and Chun in [17] introduce a
patient-oriented semantic integration approach through RDF.

The objective of this work is to enable patients to search for
the proper clinical trial instead of industries look for them. Olasov
and Sim in [18] describe RuleEd, a web-based environment for
eligibility rules management through appropriate interfaces for
interactive concept mappings. Semantic neighbors of a term are
displayed according to the UMLS [19] hierarchy. In nowadays there
is a continuously developing research in the field of the automatic
semantic annotation methods and search of a target corpus
using several knowledge resources [20,21]. More specifically in
the biomedical domain, there are several clinical text analysis,
knowledge extraction and annotation systems that map free
biomedical text to standard conceptual form using meta thesaurus
like UMLS, SNOMED-CT, NCI-T etc as knowledge sources. Meta
Map [21], cTAKES [22], NCBO annotator [23] in BioPortal1 and
Semantator [24] are some typical implementations of such systems.

System Design and Functionality

Our proposed system is a knowledge base implemented as
a wiki on top of the well-known onto wiki platform. Apart from
a typical semantic application, onto wiki2 is an appropriate back

http://bioportal.bioontology.org/

1

http://aksw.org/Projects/OntoWiki.html
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office for the new era of semantic and wiki based web information
systems. It allows for globalized data manipulation and knowledge
management through human-centered user interfaces and
extensions. Wiki’s and visualization portals employ onto wiki
to provide access in distributed and heterogeneous data or
knowledge. It is an Open Source project and Operating System (OS)
independent. Thus, it can be deployed over multiple data servers
that span from MySQL to virtuoso3. In order to consolidate the wiki
nature of our proposed system we incorporated RDF Author that is
an onto wiki4 extension for editing distributed content on the Web.
This tool contributes to our semantic and wiki environment the
features of scalability, evolvement and collaboration.

3

Indicatively (Figure 2), some of the properties retrieved were:
brief title, study design, primary completion date, brief summary,
number of groups, start date, has expanded access, intervention
browse, sponsor group, eligibility, keywords, conditions, locations,
interventions, secondary outcomes, references, primary outcomes
etc. Many of them are links to other entities that can be included in
the knowledge base in a similar way.

The semantic library model

Some of the most basic classes (entities) and properties of
wiki based management system for clinical trials’ ontology are
described below. Primarily we looked for web data sources about
clinical trials. We perceived that there are several open semantic
web data sources for clinical trial data. However, LinkedCT [25]
(Figure 1) is the first project in the field that publishes linked data
on the web improving adaptability and usability. Its database is
formed by converting data sources in RDF and identifying semantic
links between data.

Figure 2: The NCT00001250 as imported in Onto Wiki
from linkedCT.org via the linked data wrapper.

Entity Trials

Figure 1: The NCT00001250 trial as is presented in
linkedct.org.

Entity trial
In our knowledge base we created an entity named trial.
Subsequently, we linked some indicative trials as instances of the
trial entity and their properties from linked CT55 via the Linked
Data Wrapper that is an onto wiki extension i.e., a background
resources retriever from the data web to the local knowledge base.

However, properties management is a complicated issue
that usually requires the involvement of an automatic Semantic
Annotation technique to map biomedical text to a standard
thesaurus system like UMLS [19]. Nevertheless, the process of the
semantic annotation is out of scope in our work. Thus, in the second
use case provided (i.e., Plot case 2: Searching using semantic
information about eligibility criteria of the trials) we employed an
existing library of eligibility criteria that is implemented by Milian,
Bucur and Van Harmelen [26]. In their work eligibility criteria
acquire structured form and consequently detailed search upon
them is possible. For this reason, we selected their library and we
imported the relevant entities of this in our system (Figure 3). More
specifically a new entity was created, named Trials, as a different
one from the existing in our knowledge base i.e., the trial. Then
it was linked with the ones imported from the linked CT with the
property ‘same As’ (Figure 4).

http://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/

3

http://aksw.org/Projects/RDFauthor.html

4

The content obtained from linkedCT is subject to CC licensing (i.e., free to share (copy and redistribute the material in any medium or
format) and adapt (remix, transform, and build upon the material) any content from there for non-commercial use).
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Figure 3: A part of the NCT00001250 trial that provides semantic information about eligibility criteria as imported in
Onto wiki from the existing ontology that provide eligibility criteria of the trials as implemented by Milian, Bucur and
Van Harmelen.

Figure 4: The link between the different instances of a same trial via the property same as.

Entity criterion
The entity Criterion is connected with the Trials entity via the
has Criterion property (Object Property). Thus any trial is connected
with the appropriate formalized and structured eligibility criteria.

Emerging issues of credibility, confidence and rights: As
the issues of confidence and quality of medical information are
identified of critical importance during their life cycle, this onto
wiki knowledge base does not allow anonymous data modification.
Access to medical content follows the approach already proposed
in our previous related work [27]. Moreover, this work proposes
a relevant schema to monitor and control any content publication.
Users, user-groups and access rights are deployed so as to
implement a security model that protects against inappropriate or
non-authorized content publication.

The Semantic and Wiki Management System for
Clinical Trials
User management

As the issues of confidence and quality of medical information
are identified as of critical importance during their whole life
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cycle, our onto wiki knowledge base does not allow anonymous
data modification. Access to medical content follows the approach
already proposed in [27]. More specifically, in that proposed health
ecosystem the users/groups management module enables users
to access functionality and data in order to collaborate and cocreate health care content while protecting medical information.
Accordingly, in the proposed onto wiki knowledge system herein
any health professional (user) must be a member of a research or
work group. Users with administrative rights are responsible for
monitoring research progress and control published content of any
e-care domain. Consequently, any user can manage its own data,
link them with other users’ semantic data (located in the system
or in the web) or restructure, enrich and share new information
generated after processing manually or via specific tools such as
semantic annotators.

The satisfaction of the above is achieved by applying FOAF
management method [28] that is an important profile supplier as
it is currently considered as one of the best populated ontologies.
Thus, we created the following FOAF entities in our model to
describe groups, users and their relations. More analytically, we
created a FOAF person entity that is a healthcare professional,

Copyright © Stella C Christopoulou
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and it is the basic class for describing all users of wiki based
management system for clinical trials system. and is subclass of
FOAF: Agent. It is defined by some simple FOAF properties (such
as FOAF: Name, FOAF: Nick, FOAF: Person’s specialty, etc) and by
domain specific properties. The roles of a person are defined by its
membership in FOAF: Group. Accordingly, the FOAF group class is
used to create basic groups of users. Finally, e-care domain is a class
we have created to define the specialty or interest of a user. This
data can be used to group users with a similar e-care domain, to
recommend additional material or to create an entire domain in a
specific healthcare field.

System capabilities

A. The user can manage its own profile and any data with
appropriate access rights, to link them to other users’ semantic data
(located in the system or in the Web) and to restructure, enrich and
share new information and knowledge generated after processing
via relevant tools such as semantic annotators.
B. The system supports online collaboration and co-creation
of medical knowledge between users with the same scientific and
research interests.

Use Case Scenarios

Plot case 1: Transferring and using semantic information
from linkedCT
V.D. which is a healthcare professional wants to study the
clinical trials related to the quality of life and overall survival of

5

cancer treatment. Initially V.D. logged in the system and created
her profile. Consequently, she searched linkedCT by providing the
appropriate searching criteria to find specific trials about cancer
treatment. Then she imported the trials related to the above
mentioned condition via the onto wiki’s Linked Data Wrapper.
Then every legal user of the system may search in order to find
these trials (Figure 5). Moreover, any specific SPARQL query may
be submitted using specific search criteria like brief title, study
design, primary completion date, brief summary, number of groups,
start date, has expanded access, intervention browse, sponsor
group, eligibility, keywords, conditions, locations, interventions,
secondary outcomes, references, primary outcomes etc. Finally,
V.D. and some other users, with suitable access rights, may manage
(create, delete, modify or add) elements of semantic information
as entities, properties and instances as an onto wiki user’s domain.
For example, the sample SPARQL query (Figure 6) below retrieves
trials that have an output measure with a property: outcome
measure that contains the phrase either “Quality of life” or “Overall
survival”.
SELECT DISTINCT ?tr ?meas WHERE {
?tr

<http://data.linkedct.org/vocab/outcome_measure>
?meas

FILTER (regex(?meas, “Quality of life”) || regex(?meas, “Overall
survival”))
} LIMIT 2000

Figure 5: Properties and instances of the imported trials in Onto wiki.
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Figure 6: The SPARQL query that retrieves trials which have an output measure with a property: Outcome measure
that contains the phrase either “Quality of life” or “Overall survival”.

Plot case 2: Searching using semantic information about
eligibility criteria of the trials
We construct a query that requests the trials which have
common eligibility criteria with the NCT00002475 trial (Figure 7).
The result of this query depicts the trials in descending order with
respect to the total number of common eligibility criteria (num Cr)
that any trial has with the reference one (NCT00002475 trial), the

trial id (trialId) and a brief title (brief_title). The results of the above
SPARQL query depict that the trials with Identification (trialId):
NCT00014456 and NCT00002475 have four common eligibility
criteria. In order to identify them a new SPARQL query is issued.
This query illustrates the common eligibility criteria (common
criteria) between NCT00014456 and NCT00002475 trials (Figure
8).

Figure 7: A query that requests the trials which have any common eligibility criteria with the NCT00002475 trial.
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Figure 8: A query that illustrates the common eligibility criteria between NCT00014456 and NCT00002475 trials.

Conclusion and Future Work
Web 2.0 may be one of the most influential technologies in

the history of publishing, as old proprietary notions of control
and ownership fall away. An expert (i.e., a physician) moderated
repository of the knowledge base, in the form of a medical wiki,
may be the answer to equal information access in medicine if we
have the will to create one [29]. Moreover Web 3.0 directs the
systems integration through the development and implementation
of semantic rules and the advancement of semantic information.
Therefore, in our proposed work that is supported by these
technologies all data of the clinical trials may acquire a structured
semantic form and consequently thorough search upon them and
extraction of medical knowledge is feasible. Also, the management
of these data and the co-working is possible for all authenticated
users and groups with similar medical interests. Furthermore,
we intend to extend our proposed system in accordance with
the approach already proposed in [27] across the widespread
spectrum of care management by enriching the system mainly with
the modules for medical and healthcare guidelines management,
the management of a collaborative healthcare community and the
relative conformance testing and assessment of the system. Finally,
we intend to work towards acquiring a HON code certification [30]
for the system so as to verify it as a typical web medical portal.
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